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A B S T R A C T   

Task complexity plays an important role in performance and procedure adherence. While studies have attempted 
to assess the contribution of different aspects of task complexity and their relationship to workers’ performance 
and procedure adherence, only a few have focused on application-specific measurement of task complexity. 
Further, generalizable methods of operationalizing task complexity that are used to both write and evaluate a 
wide range of routine or non-routine procedures is largely absent. This paper introduces a novel framework to 
quantify the step-level complexity of written procedures based on attributes such as decision complexity, need 
for judgment, interdependency of instructions, multiplicity of instructions, and excess information. This 
framework was incorporated with natural language processing and artificial intelligence to create a tool for 
procedure writers for identifying complex elements in procedures steps. The proposed technique has been 
illustrated through examples as well as an application to a tool for procedure writers. This method can be used 
both to support writers when constructing procedures as well as to examine the complexity of existing pro-
cedures. Further, the complexity index is applicable across several high-risk industries in which written pro-
cedures are prevalent, improving the linguistic complexity of the procedures and thus reducing the likelihood of 
human errors with procedures associated with complexity.   

1. Introduction 

Safe and effective performance in high-risk industries (e.g., petro-
chemical, and oil and gas) depend on effective execution of tasks and 
often written procedures are used to facilitate this (Bullemer and Haj-
dukiewicz, 2004). However, there continues to be troubling issues with 
procedural systems as problems with these systems continue to be 
associated with incidents. Out of approximately 100 incidents investi-
gated by the Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board (CSB) 
since its inception in January 1998, 49 involved some type of procedural 
deficiency (Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board, 2018). The 
BP Texas City refinery incident is an instance, where the inadequate 
hazard identification and improper procedure use coupled with worker 
fatigue led to an explosion that caused multiple fatalities and huge 

economic fallout (Holmstrom et al., 2006). The ExxonMobil Torrance 
refinery incident is another example, where inadequate hazard identi-
fication, lack of safe operating limits and procedures, and variance in 
procedure use were the major causes of the incident (Chemical Safety 
and Hazard Investigation Board, 2017). In both cases, the procedural 
failure either by improper use or inadequate content was a critical 
contributor to the incidents. This is in line with a review of thousands of 
maintenance reports from the NASA aviation safety reporting system 
which found errors in both document deficiency and user errors (Lat-
tanzio et al., 2008). 

Procedures usually convey expectations and guidance from the 
operational management to the worker how they expect various tasks to 
be completed. Ostensibly, this guidance provides a safe, logical, and 
efficient means of carrying out the objectives of the task (Degani and 
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Wiener, 1997). However, the complexity of most modern high-risk in-
dustrial environments makes it difficult to create procedures that always 
support effective, efficient, and safe behavior. Complex interactions 
among the workers, the task, and the process environment are expected 
in sociotechnical systems and may further exacerbate issues with pro-
cedures. These interactions can vary widely with the experience level of 
the worker, the frequency of the task, interruptions from other workers, 
weather conditions, and safety culture (Ahmed et al., 2020; Peres et al., 
2016; Williams et al., 2017). Given the tight coupling and highly 
interactive nature of these systems, actions taken by workers may have 
consequences that propagate beyond a simple cause-effect relationship. 
When viewed through this complex socio-technical system lens, the 
challenges regarding how to design procedures to support the workers’ 
interactions are unique and non-trivial, as currently procedures are 
assumed to accommodate every worker, in every situation, and that 
every situation is controlled and ideal. This may result in workarounds 
from the procedural instructions which impose additional challenges for 
evaluating the effectiveness of procedures. Such intentional deviations 
or workarounds are sometimes indistinguishable from unintentional 
errors unless they are self-reported as such, which is often unlikely due 
to perceived (or real) conflict with organizational policies. 

In the high-risk industries, procedures are typically an aggregation of 
steps that provide instructions to the worker on specific sequence of tasks 
to accomplish an objective or goal. However, it is likely that some tasks, 
and some steps within tasks, are more complex than others. It is 
conceivable that deviations could be exacerbated for complex tasks or 
steps, where the worker may not be completely aware of the ramifica-
tions of a workaround or deviation because of inadequate or unclear 
information present in the procedure itself (Mearns, 2017; Park et al., 
2003). Recent efforts have been made to quantify the task complexity 
stipulated in emergency operating procedures in nuclear industry (Park 
and Jung, 2007; Park et al., 2001) with reports of significant negative 
correlation between task complexity scores and task performance (Park 
et al., 2003). An important finding of Park et al. (2003) was that the 
complexity at the step-level may be a viable measure to predict the 
deviation behavior. 

There is an abundance of published work on task complex-
ity—identifying both that there are tasks which are inherently complex 
and that procedures steps can be written in a manner that creates 
complexity. We refer the reader to the synthesis of models, definitions, 
attributes, dimensions, and effects on performance in different in-
dustries and disciplines (Campbell, 1988; Liu and Li, 2012). Others have 
also explored the relationship between subjective and objective task 
complexity and how the perception of complexity impacts task perfor-
mance (Maynard and Hakel, 1997). Despite numerous attempts to 
define task complexity, a practical method to measure the complexity of 
procedural tasks remains largely absent. Most previous efforts to artic-
ulate complexity require extensive contextual (e.g., tasks goals, location, 
event, etc.) and temporal information which in turn requires a signifi-
cant amount of analytical resources (Campbell, 1988; Liu and Li, 2012; 
Maynard and Hakel, 1997). Given the large number of procedures used 
in even small petrochemical facilities, there is a crucial need for 
assessment techniques that are not only objective but also more efficient 
and potentially automated. Such methods will inform the design of new 
procedures and evaluation of existing procedures that allow for safer 
operations and provide metrics to assess cause-effect relationships 
among task complexity, workers’ performance, and procedural adher-
ence. To address this gap, we propose a view of task complexity 
grounded in the literature, present several measurable attributes to such 
complexity, and share a novel methodology (Complexity Index for 
Procedures—Step-level: CIPS) and proof of concept to quantify 
task-level complexity. 

Our ultimate goal is to provide a methodology that can be applied for 
two related and distinct purposes. First, support procedure writers as 
they are creating procedures by providing information regarding 
complexity that the writers can use to make decisions regarding the 

wording in procedures. Second, given the vast number of existing pro-
cedures, provide an efficient and effective method for evaluating pro-
cedure complexity to identify those in need of revision. The CIPS is the 
first, but a necessary step toward that goal. 

2. Method 

2.1. Basis of the analysis 

We established a basis for complexity by leveraging the concepts 
from Campbell (1988) and Park and Jung (2007). Campbell (1988) 
synthesized various attributes of task complexity across several research 
domains and proposed that task complexity is a function of (a) psy-
chological experience, (b) task-person interaction, and (c) objective 
characteristics of the tasks, which is the focus of this research. According 
to Campbell, objective task characteristics contribute to task complexity 
based on increases in information load, information diversity, or rate of 
information change. Campbell’s framework for the objective task 
complexity had four basic sources: multiple paths to a desired end state, 
multiple desired end states, conflicting interdependence, and uncertain 
or probabilistic linkages. Four categories of tasks were then operation-
alized based on the scaling of different sources: decision, problem, 
judgment, and fuzzy (Table 1). 

Park and Jung (2007, 2008) developed and evaluated the task 
complexity measure which uses five sub-measures covering the quan-
tifiable factors affecting the task complexity: step information, step 
logic, step size, abstraction hierarchy, and engineering decision 
(Table 2). 

2.2. Method of quantifying complexity using natural language processing 

Despite the promise shown by both task complexity measurement 
approaches, use of these frameworks on an industrial level requires a 
significant amount of context and time-consuming analysis. For 
example, measurement of sources in a problem or a fuzzy task in 
Campbell framework (1988) requires a detailed analysis of various 
goals, means to achieve each goal, as well as interdependence between 
subtasks. Similarly, modeling an abstraction hierarchy as in Park and 
Jung (2007) may contribute to better understanding of the work system, 
hence, the development of better procedures, however, this method 
requires deep knowledge of the system as well as specialized training. 
The application of these two concepts to thousands of different pro-
cedures such as would be required in high-risk industries such as 
chemical plants may prove to be a complex, tedious, and expensive 
endeavor. Hence, we integrated the underlying principles of these two 
frameworks to develop a simplified framework that can be applied to 
written procedures and automated using lexical analysis or natural 
language processing to produce a task complexity score. 

One of the subtle similarities between Campbell (1988) and Park and 
Jung (2007) is the need to examine attributes of the steps of the task. 
Park and Jung (2007) focused explicitly on articulating step-level 
complexity and Campbell (1988) described tasks as a set of detailed 
steps. Thus, we chose to have step-level complexity as our focus of 
analysis. Grounded in Campbell framework, the proposed step-level 

Table 1 
Types of tasks and their associated sources of complexity adopted from Campbell 
(1988).  

Task type Complexity sources 

Decision Number of desired outcomes to attain; conflicting interdependence 
among outcome; uncertainty 

Judgment Conflicting and probabilistic nature of task information; uncertainty 
Problem Path multiplicity to a single desired outcome; conflicting 

interdependence among paths; uncertainty 
Fuzzy Outcome multiplicity; path multiplicity; conflicting interdependence; 

uncertainty  
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complexity score uses five quantifiable characteristics of written pro-
cedures: (1) presence of multiplicity either in path or goal resulted in a 
decision making, (2) uncertainty or ambiguity or incompleteness pre-
sent in the information that affects the performance of the step, (3) 
presence of interdependency among various instructions or steps, (4) 
multiplicity of instruction or condition or object of instruction in a 
particular step, and (5) amount of information need to be processed by 
the worker. 

These characteristics can be used to assess the complexity across five 
attributes: decision complexity, judgement complexity, interdependence, step 
size, and step information. If the worker must make a decision between 
multiple courses of action based on a defined condition at a certain 
procedure step, this can be detected linguistically using various identi-
fiers such as “if … then” or “either … or.” Similarly, ambiguities or lack 
of clarity on information regarding the object of instruction may impose 
a judgment complexity where workers need to apply their engineering 
knowledge or judgement to accomplish the task. Such ambiguities can be 
detected linguistically, for example if the qualifier for an action verb is 
missing (e.g., “reduce flow” with “by 20%” missing). Dependency 
among more than one instruction (which may occur in the same step or 
different steps) constitute the interdependence complexity and can be 
detected (e.g., “Flush the pipe before opening the valve”). If a worker 
must complete more than one instruction in one step, this may impose 
step size complexity, detected linguistically when multiple action verbs 
or clauses (comma-separated or bullet points) are used, or when iden-
tifiers such as “and,” “then,” or “also” are used (e.g., “Set the flow to X, 
then document hourly values in the worksheet). If additional non- 
instructive or clarification information is included (e.g., a note to 
assist the worker in proper interpretation of the instruction), this may 
impose the step information complexity (See Table 3 for sample logics 
and identifiers for the five task complexity attributes). 

2.3. Procedure complexity Index—Step-level 

We propose a simple but practical approach to calculate a complexity 
index for procedures to quantify the presence of various attributes that 
contribute to step-level complexity linguistically. In particular, each step 
in a procedure can be parsed linguistically for the evidence of each 
attribute or source of step-level complexity. A step may contain more 
than one sources of complexity based on the nature of the task. The 
count of all the evidence will result in a score for each attribute. The 
total complexity score for the procedure can be calculated as the sum of 
all complexity attributes: 

Sum  of  complexity  sources,CTotal =
∑i=5

i=1
Si  

Where S1 is the decision complexity, S2 is the judgement complexity, S3 is 
the interdependence complexity, S4 is the step size complexity, and S5 is 
the step information complexity. To determine the presence of the 
complexity in the procedure, some attributes of each source of 
complexity are defined and some identifiers that represent these 

attributes are established. Table 3 presents a selection of such attributes 
and identifiers for each type of complexity. These identifiers include 
syllables, key words, or phrases that would indicate a certain need from 
the user, which would add to the complexity of performing the task. This 
technique uses linguistic search which allows for algorithmic processing 
of the thousands of procedures. Table 4 demonstrates the application of 
the aforementioned methodology to measure complexity of steps from 
taken different procedures. The representative steps were taken from 
tasks from upstream and downstream processing facilities such as 
hydrogen containment analysis, gas purification, forklift docking and 
reboiler operation. 

3. Results and application 

To leverage the step-level complexity index and to show proof of 
concept, we developed a novel natural language processing- (NLP) based 
algorithm (Ade et al., 2019) that identifies and highlights the elements 
in a procedure that contribute to complexity to inform the procedure 
writing task (see Fig. 1). It analyzes the procedure’s text and identifies 
the words and phrases associated with potential increased task-level 
complexity. 

The described algorithm was developed using the programming 

Table 2 
Measures of task complexity and their associated complexity sources adopted 
from Park and Jung (2007).  

Complexity 
measure 

Complexity sources 

Step information Amount of information to be managed for the task 
Step logic Degree of logical entanglement due to the logical sequence of 

the required task 
Step size Number of required actions to accomplish the task 
Abstraction 

hierarchy 
Amount of system knowledge in recognizing the problem space 

Engineering 
decision 

Amount of cognitive resource in establishing appropriate 
decision criterion  

Table 3 
Attributes and identifiers to represent different types of complexity.  

Attribute Sample Logic Sample Identifiers 

Decision complexity 
Operator is given a choice If (condition) … then 

(action verb) 
While/when (condition) 
… then (action verb) 
As (condition) required/ 
desired/accepted/ 
permitted … (action 
verb) 
Either (action verb) … or 
(action verb) 

Action verb: any 
Condition: any 

Judgment complexity 
Qualifier of the action 

verb missing 
(Action verb) (object) 
(missing/incomplete/ 
ambiguous qualifier) 

Action verb: raise, reduce, 
lower, minimize, hold 
Object: flow, temp, valve 
Complete qualifier: to full, 
at of rate of #, by #%, 
each 

Condition of action 
missing 

(Action verb) (state) Action verb: establish, 
maintain, ensure, make 
sure, allow 
State: steady state, high, 
rise 

Assumption that worker 
has the skillset or 
knowledge to do the 
action 

(Action verb) (object) Action verb: Verify, 
inspect, isolate, lockout, 
build permit 

Lack of specificity (Action verb) (object) 
(qualifier) 

Qualifier: slowly, until, 
higher, lower, above, 
sufficient, too low, no 
longer, all 

Interdependency 
Having step that cannot 

be skipped or 
completed out of order 

Complete (Action verb) 
before (action verb) 
Before proceeding to 
next step … 

Action verb: any 

Having instruction to skip 
steps 

(Action verb), then … 
(action verb) 

Go to step #; proceed to 
step # 

Step size 
Multiple instructions/ 

objects/conditions 
(Action verb) and 
(action verb) (object) 

Action verb: any 

Presence of comma 
separated objects; 
bulleted items 

(Action verb) (object), 
(object), and (object) 

Object: any 

Step info 
Non-instructional notes; 

hazard statements. 
Warning Note:  
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language Python 3.6 (Python Software Foundation, 2016) and the 
Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) source library (Loper and Bird, 2002). 
The algorithm relies on a base vocabulary consisting of linguistic iden-
tifiers for the 5 types of task complexity. Apart from a simple text 
matching of linguistic identifiers, the algorithm utilizes the unsuper-
vised machine learning algorithm GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) to 
identify words and phrases that are semantically similar to the linguistic 
identifiers in the base vocabulary. The GloVe model allows vector rep-
resentation of words to help quantify similarity between two or more 
words. The pre-trained ‘GloVe6B-200 d model’ (Pennington et al., 2014) 
has a vocabulary of 400,000 words that are used more frequently 
wherein each word is represented as a 200-dimensional vector. While 
applying the algorithm for a procedure, each word within each step of 
the procedure is compared with the linguistic identifiers along with an 
evaluation of semantic similarity to linguistic identifiers. Using this 
comparison, the algorithm identifies both the word and its associated 
type of task complexity. New word or phrases identified through simi-
larity comparison are stored back in the base vocabulary, thus sup-
porting the learning nature of the algorithm by improving its memory 
with respect to linguistic identifiers. 

The described algorithm was tested on a set of 20 procedures 

(including a total of 550 steps) that included various tasks in the oil and 
gas and chemical industry (Ade et al., 2019). These procedures were 
obtained from multiple stakeholders in the Next Generation Advanced 
Procedures consortium. To quantify the accuracy of the algorithm, the 
words identified through the algorithm were stored in the vocabulary of 
the algorithm following its application. The resulting vocabulary con-
tained false positives that were not necessarily associated with the 
specific task complexity. The approximate accuracies of the algorithm 
for different types of task complexities are shown in Table 5. It is 
important to note that the learning behavior of the NLP algorithm is 

Table 4 
Measurement of step-level complexity for different steps taken from procedures in different facilities, i.e., upstream and downstream processing facilities such as 
hydrogen containment analysis, gas purification, forklift docking and reboiler operation.  

Step Description Complexity Attribute Score 

Decision Task Judgement Task Interdepen- 
dence 

Step Size Step 
Info 

If hydrogen concentration is greater than 0.2% and less than or equal to 0.5%, 
then perform the following steps. Otherwise, enter N/A. 

If-then - - Multiple 
conditions 

- 2 

Visually check that the “Back-up Venting Fan” is running. - Check; Venting fan 
identifier missing 

- - - 2 

Ensure each FC purifier is still isolated from the process and regeneration 
lines. 

- Ensure; Each - Multiple objects - 3 

On the RB column: 
A. Ramp RB column bottoms to 45% over 90 min 
B. Ramp the RB reflux controller to 14 Mg/h at a ramp rate of 4 Mg/h. 
C. Ensure that the RB sample system process lines are left on-line to prevent 
plugging during shutdown. 
Note: Plugging can cause severe damage to the lines 

- Ensure - Multiple 
instructions 

Note 3 

Check that the water pressure is greater than 1 bar. - Check - - - 1 
Locate the table labelled “Forklift Inspection Checklist”. - - - - - 0 
Once the trailer is docked, enter the building to activate the dock lock light 

system. 
- - Once Multiple 

instructions 
- 1 

When the SM Loop <20 ppm moisture, then line-up the SM through either A 
or B SM purifier to the SM recycle drum. 

When-then; 
Either-or 

- - - - 2 

Go to the “Back-up Venting Fan” and inspect by clicking on the Fan. - Inspect - Multiple 
instructions 

- 2 

Adjust the steam bypass valves as required to maintain reboiler or reboiler KO 
pot levels. 

As required Adjust; Maintain - Multiple objects 
(or) 

- 4  

Fig. 1. A sample screenshot for a tool that highlights task-level complexity indicators for the procedure writer.  

Table 5 
Accuracy of the NLP algorithm for different types of task 
complexity.  

Task complexity Accuracy (%) 

Judgment 79.3 
Decision 60.0 
Interdependency 60.0 
Step-size 73.6 
Step-information 71.4  
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controlled by the critical values of semantic similarity. Lower critical 
values result in faster and improper/inaccurate learning of new identi-
fiers whereas, higher values inhibit the process of learning completely. 
Adjusting the critical values for each type of task complexity could result 
in an overall higher accuracy for the algorithm. 

As described previously, the described framework identifies 5 attri-
butes of step-level complexities. The identified complexities can possibly 
be reduced/eliminated by redesigning the procedures through adjust-
ment of language, numbering, and added specifics. The redesigned 
procedure with reduced task complexities has the potential to improve 
the performance and safety of high-risk industries (McDonald et al., 
2020). Examples of such procedure step redesign are depicted in Table 6. 
The depicted examples are obtained from the testing set of 20 
procedures. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

In this paper, we presented a novel complexity measurement 
framework that uses five objective attributes of step-level complexities 
that were grounded in existing task complexity evaluation theories. The 
framework and the associated complexity index provide a practical 
method for the design and assessment of written procedures. This 
method can be used across several high-risk industries in which written 
procedures are prevalent. In conjunction with the process hazard in-
formation, complexity quantification provides vital information to the 
procedure writers and enables an efficient procedure management cycle 
which results in task information presentation for the safe completion of 
the operations across several high-risk industries in which written pro-
cedures are prevalent. 

While this paper demonstrates the efficacy of the step-level 
complexity index through a case study, the presented identifiers or lin-
guistic search logics are by no means collectively exhaustive. Indeed, the 
presented methodology is at its infancy and there is a need for rigorous 
verification and validation. Several important limitations are note-
worthy. First, the proposed methodology relies heavily on linguistics 
parsing methods. Given the relative ease of generating this metric and 
automated scaling up to encompass all procedures in a facility, a 
retrospective analysis with available safety data of a facility, can provide 
a starting point to procedure writers. Second, the methodology uses 
simple summation of counts of evidence for each attribute. More work is 
needed to understand the impact of each attribute on performance to 
inform a weighted summation approach. Finally, while the measure-
ment of step-level complexity index using NLP methods shows promise, 
it is important for such method to complement the procedure writing 
process as a hybrid system involving human judgment because reduc-
tion of complexity does not necessarily improve the quality of the pro-
cedure. For example, elimination of a note from a step reduces the step 
information complexity but may make the step ambiguous and increase 
the judgement complexity. Therefore, human interpretation is needed to 
determine when one complexity may be appropriate to make the step 
clear or comprehensive. 

Despite these limitations, the complexity evaluation framework 
presented here may allow organizations to evaluate potential issues 
present in their current procedures and avoid unnecessary complexity in 
new procedures, by quantifying and reducing complexity objectively. 
This may in turn reduce the perceived complexity and improve 
compliance/deviation behavior which may lead to an improved safety 
culture and efficiency. In addition, the current lack of performance data 
associated with other types of complexity provides future opportunity to 
perform controlled experiments to identify correlations and develop a 
robust framework. More importantly such framework also incorporates 
a use-review-learn-improve cycle allowing organizations to modify the 
attribute list based on local variations. Future work also includes the 
deployment of the other complexity parameters either using controlled 
laboratory experiments in pilot industry environments or theoretical 
modeling to objectively evaluate the interactions between the 

procedures, environments, and the human-element, which ultimately 
offers the potential for safer operations in these high-risk environments. 
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